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Abstract

English. This paper1 presents the early
stages of the development of a new tree-
bank containing all of Dante Alighieri’s
Latin works. In particular, it describes the
conversion of the original TEI-XML files to
CoNLL-U, the creation of a gold standard,
the process of training four annotators and
the evaluation of the syntactic annotation
in terms of inter-annotator agreement and
LA, UAS and LAS. The aim is to release
a new resource, in view of the celebrations
for the 700th anniversary of Dante’s death,
which can support the development of the
Vocabolario Dantesco.

1 Introduction

The research field of treebanking (i. e. the build-
ing of corpora enhanced with syntactic metadata)
has evolved substantially since the time when
the first large-scale syntactically annotated cor-
pus, the Penn Treebank for English, was pub-
lished between the late Eighties and the early
Nineties (Taylor et al., 2003). Across the last
two decades, the range of languages for which
a treebank is available has increased consider-
ably. The grammar framework behind the most
widespread annotation style currently used in tree-
banking has also changed: treebanks annotated
according to various styles of dependency gram-
mars have been increasingly outnumbering those
based on constituency (or phrase-structure) gram-
mars, as demonstrated by the current status of the
Universal Dependencies initiative (UD) contain-
ing more than 160 treebanks and 90 languages
which follow the same, dependency-based, anno-
tation style (Nivre et al., 2016).

1Copyright c©2020 for this paper by its authors. Use per-
mitted under Creative Commons License Attribution 4.0 In-
ternational (CC BY 4.0).

The set of textual genres covered by currently
available treebanks is quite diverse. While the first
corpora were built mostly collecting texts from
news, the last decade has seen a substantial growth
of treebanks of different genres, including literary
texts, mostly written in ancient or historical lan-
guages.2 The first available treebanks for ancient
languages were those for Ancient Greek and/or
Latin, namely the Index Thomisticus Treebank (IT-
TB) (Passarotti, 2019) and the Ancient Greek and
Latin Dependency Treebank from the Perseus dig-
ital library (Bamman and Crane, 2011). With re-
gard to Latin, the available treebanks in UD cover
just a minimal subset of the Latin texts that have
survived the centuries and which show a wide di-
versity, mostly due to Latin’s lingua franca role
played all over Europe up until the 1800s (Leon-
hardt, 2009). So far, the treebanks for Latin in-
clude only portions of the Classical and Late Latin
canon of texts (Perseus and PROIEL (Eckhoff et
al., 2018)), a set of Early Medieval charters from
Tuscia (Late Latin Charter Treebank (Korkiakan-
gas and Passarotti, 2011; Cecchini et al., 2020))
and a selection of Late Medieval philosophical-
theological texts by Thomas Aquinas (IT-TB), for
a total of more than 800 000 nodes.

Among the many Latin texts that still lack syn-
tactic annotation are those by Dante Alighieri
(1265-1321). Given the importance of Dante in
the history of Italian literature (and beyond) and
in the light of the celebrations for the upcoming
700th anniversary of his death, we have started
a project (called UDante) aimed at performing a
UD-compliant syntactic annotation of all his Latin
texts. The syntactic annotation of Dante’s opera
omnia in Latin fits into the larger project of the
Vocabolario Dantesco, which aspires to provide a
detailed description of the entire (both Vulgar and

2Examples among the UD treebanks are the Kyoto tree-
bank of Classical Chinese (Yasuoka, 2019) and the Scripto-
rium treebank of Coptic (Zeldes and Abrams, 2018).



Latin) lexicon of Dante Alighieri.3 Indeed, during
the composition of entries for the vocabulary, lexi-
cographers will benefit from having the possibility
to run syntactic queries on Dante’s works.

The choice of using the UD formalism in the
UDante project is motivated by a number of ben-
efits implied by the inclusion of a new set of an-
notated texts into such a large collection of tree-
banks sharing the same annotation style, among
others the use of the several tools developed by
the UD community with the goal of querying, edit-
ing, visualizing and (automatically) processing the
(meta)data of the treebanks.4 Particularly, a re-
markable added value is the possibility to run com-
mon queries on the almost 100 different languages
provided with at least one treebank in the current
version of UD (v2.6, released on May 15th, 2020).
Furthermore, adopting a well known and widely
used data format (CoNLL-U) and part-of-speech
tagset (UPOS) fosters the dissemination and use of
a treebank of Dante’s Latin works in the commu-
nity of computational linguistics, laying the foun-
dation for a closer collaboration with that of Ital-
ian phylology and, more generally, with scholars
in the Humanities, leading to a mutual benefit.

This paper presents the process behind the de-
velopment of the manually annotated UD tree-
bank containing the full collection of Latin works
of Dante Alighieri. More specifically, we de-
scribe the conversion of the original TEI-XML files
into the CoNLL-U format, we give details on
the creation of a gold standard5 and we report
on the training of four annotators with no previ-
ous knowledge of the UD formalism, providing an
evaluation of their annotation work.

2 Treebank Development

The texts of the Latin works by Dante Alighieri
(De monarchia, De vulgari eloquentia, Eclogues,
Epistulae and Quaestio de aqua et terra) are made
available by the DanteSearch corpus (Tavoni,
2012).6 All texts come already manually lem-
matised and morphologically tagged by a team
of young scholars at the University of Pisa, and
are encoded in TEI-XML.7 The original files are

3http://www.vocabolariodantesco.it
4See the website of UD for the list of tools: https://

universaldependencies.org.
5https://github.com/CIRCSE/UDante.
6https://dantesearch.dantenetwork.it
7The DanteSearch corpus also contains the Vulgar works

by Dante Alighieri that were used to develop a part-of-speech

converted into the CoNLL-U format8 and then re-
vised and syntactically annotated using ConlluEd-
itor (Heinecke, 2019).

2.1 From TEI-XML to CoNLL-U

We implement an own developed script to auto-
matically convert the TEI-XML files of the Dan-
teSearch corpus into the CoNLL-U format. First
of all, the script analyses the XML tag structure
to identify the internal organisation of the text
(i. e. the division of the work in books, chapters
etc.): this information is stored in the MISC field
so as to facilitate the recoverability of the original
structure of the text starting from the CoNLL-U
file. Then, sentences are split and the tag <LM>,
which for each token contains morphological in-
formation, is parsed in order to extract lemma, part
of speech and morphological traits, and to convert
the codes used in DanteSearch into UPOS tags9

(originally inspired by (Petrov et al., 2012)) and
UD features respectively. An example is:

<LM lemma="resono"
catg="va1cis3">resonaret</LM>

In particular, the part-of-speech tag and the
morphological traits are derived from the values
of the catg attribute, while those fields of the
CoNLL-U format dedicated to syntactic informa-
tion are filled with underscores ( ) and left for
manual annotation. The conversion of catg at-
tribute is challenging, because the string-type val-
ues of its slots do not follow a fixed-position strat-
egy, thus the string ends up having a variable
length, and the same morphological trait can oc-
cupy different positions according to the given part
of speech. In general, UD requires a more fine-
grained annotation of morphological traits com-
pared to the one originally provided by the Dante-
Search corpus. For example, the value va1cis3
of resonaret (active imperfect subjunctive third-
person singular of resono ‘to resound’) is con-
verted into the UD formalism as follows:

v → VERB
a → Voice=Act

tagger for XIIIth century Italian by means of TreeTagger and
the Stanford POS tagger (Basile and Sangati, 2016).

8https://universaldependencies.org/
format.html

9https://universaldependencies.org/u/
pos/index.html



1 → VerbClass=LatA10

ci → Aspect=Imp|Mood=Sub|Tense=Past
|VerbForm=Fin

s → Number=Sing
3 → Person=3

Ad hoc rules are added to cover specific cases. For
example, in DanteSearch the lemma prius ‘before’
is marked only with the grammatical category r: a
rule converts r into the UPOS tag ADV and adds the
morphological feature Degree=Cmp (compara-
tive degree).
Annotators, in addition to annotating syntax from
scratch, have to check the correctness of the auto-
matic conversion and to manually modify or add
items not covered by it. For example, annotators
have to: (i) modify the grammatical category of
population names (such as Veronenses ‘inhabitants
of Verona’), which are marked as proper names
in DanteSearch, contrary to UD recommendations,
for which they should be considered as adjec-
tives;11 (ii) check the ambiguous case of some pro-
nouns in the neutral gender which in DanteSearch
have mistakenly been marked as nominative in-
stead of accusative (e. g. quod ‘that’), or viceversa;
(iii) disambiguate the PronType feature in the
case it has more than one value: this happens be-
cause the types of pronouns in DanteSearch can-
not always be matched to only one PronType
value (e. g. quis ‘who/any’, interrogative or indefi-
nite).

2.2 Gold Standard Creation

An important part of the UDante project consists
in training a group of annotators on the formalism
of UD with the goal of providing them with ade-
quate competences to pursue the complete syntac-
tic annotation of Dante’s works. To this aim, for
each of the two parts of our training (Section 2.3)
a small number of sentences is singled out from all
across Dante’s Latin texts to be used as a common
(first part) or individual (second part) benchmark
for the assessment of the annotators’ progress.

The first part of the training makes use of 33
sentences out of the total 1 662 (corresponding to

10We add VerbClass as a language-specific feature to
encode traditional verb conjugations. The value LatA indi-
cates the first conjugation, which has thematic vowel ‘a’.

11From https://universaldependencies.
org/u/pos/ADJ.html: “ADJ is also used for ‘proper
adjectives’ such as European (‘proper’ as in proper nouns,
i. e., words that are derived from names but are adjectives
rather than nouns).”

950 tokens out of 55 666). These sentences are
not chosen to be consecutive, nor do they follow
a particular order, but they are allocated into three
different groups of increasing complexity, corre-
sponding to the three distinct phases of this part
of the training. The distribution is of 15 sentences
in the first, introductory group, 5 in the second,
intermediate group and 10 in the third, more chal-
lenging group. The first two groups are rather ho-
mogeneous and mostly draw from the De vulgari
eloquentia , while in the third one each work is
represented by 2 sentences, and the Eclogues are
featured only here.

The differences in complexity can be under-
stood in terms of number of nodes, depth, and
breadth of the resulting syntactic trees. While a
sentence of the first group has a median number
of 11 nodes, a median depth of 4 layers and most
nodes (not counting the root) tend to be at depth
ca. 3, for the second group the same figures are re-
spectively 42, 7 and ca. 4; for the third group they
are 46.5, 7.5 and ca. 4.5. The difference is espe-
cially marked between the first group and the other
two. Besides such quantitative factors, other more
qualitative ones, like difficult syntactic structures,
contribute to the overall complexity.

As for the second part of our training, which
consists of only one phase, textual cohesion sub-
stitutes increasing complexity as the main selec-
tion criterion: as such, each annotator is assigned,
from the work they will respectively take care of,
the first 10 sentences which have not been previ-
ously annotated. The complexity of the single sen-
tences is thus more variable in this phase, but still
well represents the whole corpus. In particular, we
use sentences 1-4 and 7-12 from book I of the De
monarchia, sentences 4-5 and 7-14 from book I

of the De vulgari eloquentia, sentences 1-10 from
the first of Dante’s Eclogues, and 1-10 from Epis-
tle VII of the Epistulae. The Quaestio de aqua et
terra, of uncertain authorship, is not assigned to
any annotator at the moment.

All the selected sentences are priorly syntacti-
cally annotated by hand by a UD expert apply-
ing language-specific features and subrelations de-
veloped for Latin, while lemmas, parts of speech
and morphological traits are corrected or enhanced
where needed with respect to the CoNLL-U con-
version (see Section 2.1). This way, on the one
hand a tripartite, scaled gold standard is created
for common evaluation, while on the other hand



each annotator will be tested on an individual gold
standard in the last phase (Section 2.4).

2.3 Tripartite Training Process and Control
The training of the annotators (all with no back-
ground in treebanking, but provided with a solid
knowledge of Dante’s works and academic back-
ground in Latin and Italian philology) is split
into two main parts: three “training proper”
phases (phase 1 to 3), and one further “control”
phase (phase 4).

The first part is meant to lay out a common
training ground where the annotators can learn the
specifics of the UD annotational scheme, and their
progress is overseen and periodically reviewed to
prompt improvements. In the first phase, the ba-
sics of the UD formalism are presented, and the
annotators are required to manually annotate a first
group of sentences as a way to evaluate their un-
derstanding of the UD principles.12 In the second
and third phases, various aspects of the performed
annotation get to be discussed and more complex
syntactic structures are introduced, each time as-
signing new, more challenging sentences for an
overall evaluation of the annotator’s performance
and their inter-annotator agreement (see Section
2.2). At every step, the focus is primarily on the
syntactic level, since most aspects regarding lem-
matisation, parts of speech and morphology are
already mostly dealt with during the conversion
phase (Section 2.1).

In contrast to the first three phases, the last,
control phase is carried out individually for each
annotator on separate sets of sentences (see Sec-
tion 2.2), as a prelude to their actual annotation
work.

Phase 1 Phase 2 Phase 3
EDGES 80% 83% 79%
DEPRELs 84% 92% 91%

Table 1: Inter-annotator agreement.

2.4 Evaluation and Analysis
Table 1 reports the overall inter-annotator agree-
ment (IAA) for each of the first three phases in
terms of Fleiss’ kappa,13 with regard to the struc-

12https://universaldependencies.org/
guidelines.html

13Our script for calcuating IAA on CoNLL-U files is avail-
able at https://github.com/johnnymoretti/
CoNLL-U_Fleiss_Kappa.

ture of syntactic trees (EDGES) and the choice
of dependency relations (DEPRELs), whereas in
Table 2 the correctness of the annotator’s analy-
ses are compared for all phases to the gold stan-
dard according to label accuracy (LA), unlabelled
attachment score (UAS) and labelled attachment
score (LAS) (Buchholz and Marsi, 2006). Ta-
ble 3 presents the macro-average F-measure on
the assignment of dependency relations,14 again
for all four phases. Both these scores and
the IAA are computed over basic relations only,
i. e. disregarding any subrelation (e. g., the depen-
dency relations obl, obl:agent and obl:arg
all count as obl) so we can focus on the syntac-
tic soundness of the annotations, since more spe-
cific subrelations are often related to secondary
language-specific, lexical and semantic factors.

For what concerns the IAA, the scores are
rather good (always >75%) and, together with the
equally positive scores in Table 2, show that the
basic principles of UD have been uniformly ac-
quired by all the annotators during the first part
of the training, especially the UD scheme of de-
pendency relations. In general, going from phase
1 to phase 3, we notice that all scores are quite
stable, and we only observe a slight decrease
of the EDGES score in phase 3 which mirrors
the noteworthy complexity of the corresponding
test sentences (see Section 2.2); the same gen-
eral decrease shown in Table 2. However, this
is more than compensated by generally markedly
improved scores for all annotators in phase 4: tak-
ing into account the greater variability in sentence
complexity, these data show that all annotators
have reached a good degree of confidence both
with UD’s syntactic formalism and with the spe-
cific annotation guidelines developed for Latin,
which have been constantly updated during this
project.

In particular, if we consider only the labelling
of single nodes (LA), we register a decided mean
improvement in the last phase (89% vs. 79.75%),
showing that the annotators have factually im-
proved their assessment of syntactic dependency
relations. A similar trend for IAA in the first three
phases and quite close scores in Table 3 point to
the fact that those cases where annotators disagree
are also those for which they have greater uncer-
tainties at the syntactic level; this leads us to con-

14Metrics calculated with MaltEval (Nilsson and Nivre,
2008).



Phase 1 Phase 2 Phase 3 Phase 4
LA UAS LAS LA UAS LAS LA UAS LAS LA UAS LAS

Ann1 91% 96% 87% 89% 80% 75% 82% 70% 63% 87% 78% 73%
Ann2 72% 65% 54% 87% 77% 70% 83% 75% 69% 91% 91% 85%
Ann3 78% 83% 72% 86% 84% 78% 83% 76% 70% 92% 87% 82%
Ann4 78% 83% 72% 86% 84% 78% 79% 76% 68% 86% 85% 77%

Table 2: Annotators’ performances versus gold standard.

Phase 1 Phase 2 Phase 3 Phase 4
F F F F

Ann1 86% 80% 71% 70%
Ann2 54% 69% 73% 86%
Ann3 69% 70% 72% 72%
Ann4 69% 70% 60% 67%

Table 3: Macro-average F-measure on depen-
dency relations with respect to the gold standard.

clude that most errors might stem from the same
sources. In particular, while basic core relations,
especially for nominals (nsubj, obj), and the
choice of the root all score well, we observe
most discrepancies, persisting through all phases,
with regard to the labelling of clausal dependents,
such as advcl and notably clausal complements
(ccomp, xcomp). This pairs with minor confu-
sions regarding the labelling and the attachment of
connective elements, i. e. both co-ordinating and
subordinating conjunctions. These persistent dif-
ficulties are reflected by Table 3, which, as a a
macro-average that does not take into account the
actual frequencies of single dependency relations,
has lower scores than LA in Table 2. Consider-
ing that the array of syntactic relations in the later
phases is much more varied than in the first one,
we still observe a quite stable, if not slightly im-
proving, trend.

The decrease of UAS and LAS in the third phase,
when compared to the good results of the sec-
ond phase, has to be expected, as the sentences of
phase 3 are chosen to be particularly challenging
and in some cases present open problems of syn-
tactic annotation.15 Despite this, the differences
between phase 1 and phase 3 still show a rather
stable quality of the annotation from this angle.
Then again, the last control phase registers much

15See for example the open issue on how to deal
with singular subjects and plural copula at https:
//github.com/UniversalDependencies/docs/
issues/714.

improved performances also for UAS and LAS, dis-
playing the good level of assurance reached by the
annotators at all levels of annotation.

3 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we describe the preliminary steps
towards the creation of a UD-compliant treebank
of the Latin works by Dante Alighieri. To this
end, we create a gold standard and we train and
evaluate the work of a team of four annotators by
means of a tripartite common set of sentences of
increasing complexity annotated by a UD expert,
complemented by specific gold standards for each
annotator in a final control phase before the actual
annotation work takes place.

Besides supporting the objectives of the Vo-
cabolario Dantesco project, the development of a
treebank based on Dante’s Latin works also serves
a wider scope, i. e. the inclusion of these latters
into the LiLa Knowledge Base, which makes dis-
tributed linguistic resources for Latin interopera-
ble through the Linked Data paradigm (Passarotti
et al., 2020).16 At the same time, the efforts
put into this project will hopefully bring forth
some much-needed recommended guidelines for
the UD-style annotation of Latin.

The complete annotation of Dante’s Latin
works will provide the community with a new,
manually annotated dataset of higher quality than
any automatic system. Table 4 reports LAS scores
computed on the sentences of our gold standard
and processed with UDPipe using the UD v2.5
models for Latin (Straka and Straková, 2017). The
scores clearly show that current models are not
good enough to parse the Latin of Dante.

IT-TB Perseus PROIEL

LAS 40.83% 24.93% 29.98%

Table 4: UDPipe scores (based on UD v2.5) for
gold standard sentences (all four phases).

16https://lila-erc.eu



The addition of Dante’s Latin works into the
thriving and expanding UD project and the newly
acquired possibility to interact with a large number
of other Latin texts of different genres and time
periods makes us hope for a breakthrough of the
world of treebanking into the wider community of
the Humanities, which today can benefit from ac-
cessing a huge set of connected textual (meta)data
like never before.
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